
Keg 

Love Lane Pale Ale 4.5%  £4.7

A pale ale with a citrus, floral aroma, 
giving an intense flavour by our use 
of Citra hops. The medium bitterness 
is balanced through biscuit and 
Caramalt flavours from the malts

Love Lane Lager 4.4% £4.7

Pilsner and Munich malts provide 
the backbone to Liverpool’s take on 
a classic German brew. Balanced 
bitterness is enhanced by Tettnang, 
Hersbrucker and Mandarina Bavaria 
hops to deliver a delicate aroma with 
herbal pepper and floral flavours

Love Lane Double Dry Hopped  
5.8% £5.4

A juicy IPA dry-hopped with bold 
American hops. Tropical fruit notes 
with hints of pineapple and mango

Love Lane Session 4.1% £4.6

A classic Session IPA brewed with a 
variety of New World hops to deliver 
a balanced fruity bitterness

Love Lane Tiny 2.8% £4

A low ABV beer with a big hop flavour. 
Bold citrus notes balance against 
sweetness from the Vienna malt

Love Lane Red Rye 4.9% £4.7

A malt-forward Rye IPA brewed using 
special red malts. Toffee and spice notes, 
balanced against big fruit flavours

Love Lane New England IPA 5% £5.1

A hazy, hoppy IPA brewed using 
malted oats to balance smoothness 
against big fruit flavour

Love Lane Mango IPA 5.2%  £5.25

A tropical IPA brewed with American 
hops and fermented with juicy mango

Love Lane Baltic Porter 6% £4

A true Baltic Porter fermented with 
lager yeast to produce a smooth 
beer with notes of coffee, chocolate 
and dark fruit. Served in 2/3 glasses

Veltins Pilsener 4.8% £5.25

Delicate dry and clean palate with 
a fine carbonated body that gives a 
slight bitterness with a light citrus 
finish. A brand leader in Germany

Stiegl-Goldbräu 5% £5.3

Mild lager with aromas of fresh 
bread and a hint of citrus. Sweet to 
the palate with a mildly bitter finish

Steigl Raddler Grapefruit 2.5% £4

A mix of Goldbräu and grapefruit 
soda. A refreshing low ABV raddler

Guest beer 

Sometimes local, always craft. Please 
ask your server or see our screens

Cask

Higson’s Session Pale 3.9% £3.6

A crisp, fruity pale ale brewed with 
New Zealand hops and British malts

Higson’s American Pale Ale  
4.3% £3.7

A bold pale ale with tropical fruit 
notes from North American citrus hops

Higson’s Porter 4.5% £3.8

A rich porter with notes of chocolate 
and caramel

Higson’s American Red 5% £3.9

A ruby red ale brewed with specialist 
malts and North American hops

Guest beers

Guest beers are sourced from 
friends and customers range 
of craft. Occasionally we will 
run out and another beer will 
be substituted - please keep in 
touch with what’s on - what’s 
coming with Untappd and 
interact with our screens!

Draught beer 

All prices are for pint serves 
unless otherwise stated 

1/3, 2/3 and 1/2 pints are  
also available


